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Grades 4-6:  Translated student Survey Responses to “What is one suggestion that you have to improve your Distance Learning Experience?”

1 ?
2 16-05  Problem Solving: Work Backward
3 3 lessons per day???
4 6 feet apart.
5 a better system
6 A bit of math
7 A little bit more interaction with friends.
8 A little bit of homework
9 A little less daily work.

10 a little less work per week
11 a little more fun
12 a little more work.
13 A lot of disance learning
14 A lot of math
15 A suggestion I have for this Distance Learning Education is that videos were used. Weather made by the teacher or not, they can be very 

helpful.
16 A way to get rid of assignments on google classroom that you already did so it could be less confusing when trying to find the assignment 

that you need to work on.
17 Access to an online or physical school book.
18 actually paying attention to my work.
19 add more settings to zoom.
20 additional assistance
21 All classes should give work in the summer (that is not required) but is an option. 15-30 min student-teacher check-in once every 2-3 weeks.

22 All teachers do zoom with there clssses
23 all was washg your hands 30 sec
24 All ways listening to students in google class room and answering questions.
25 always look out for the work that needs to be done.
26 An extra 20 minutes where we get to talk to our classmates and teachers and see how they are doing. (But this would be optional if people 

had to leave)
27 answering quickly
28 As a special needs student, distance learning is ineffective and useless. My son requires in-person teaching and therapies. The staff did the 

best they could with the limitations, but it’s an unsuccessful long term solution.
29 Ask the kids what they need help with more often, don't blame them for not understanding/doing all there work as fast as the other kids do 

because you don't know what they go through and were not all the same,stop complaining if we missed something and if we don't 
understand then please explain again and know that some of us are scared to ask things in front of other students so maybe make another 
zoom with us only or a few kids at a time.

30 assign things on different days. Sometimes teachers will skip a day or 2 then assign what they missed on a day and when all the teachers 
assign stuff at once its a bit too much. Also try to make things easier. Its so hard to stay focused for long periods of time so when the videos 
are boring i dont usually finish them or have to watch them in sections.

31 bad
32 be more specific
33 Being able to do more Math and Science at home.
34 being able to socialize (but then there wouldn't be online school so it kinda is the opposite of distance learning) other that that i had a great 

time with distance learning
35 Being able to work in small groups virtually, and do activities within that group. The group would be made up of classmates.
36 better methods to communicate
37 Better platforms with less lagging.
38 Better WiFi for my zoom Meetings
39 Better WiFi.
40 by doing my vocabulary and other staff
41 by making good choses
42 by not going to close to other people
43 can i continue my work on iready and here?
44 Change up the groups once in a while.
45 check on how your students are doing
46 come once a week
47 Comprehension
48 Consistent subjects over a longer per of time with some breaks.
49 Continue using Khan Academy for math. Use more small groups I miss small groups.
50 create true lessons plans for students, have teacher be available during school hours and either do live training and provide feedback so 

students know what they are learning.
51 Daily instruction from the teachers.
52 Daily zoom instruction
53 desimels
54 Different ways to solve problems.
55 Distance learning does not work for special education classes...need in person for us!
56 do it on a computer and pay attintion
57 Do less zoom meetings so we have more time to do the homework.
58 Do not use zoom for security purposes, servers to store info is in China even though zoom is based in California.
59 Do zoom calls with teacher, and class
60 Do zoom classes more
61 Do zoom meeting often more than what we do right now to help us understand things more.
62 doing a extra zoom meeting so the teachers can explain a certain assignment if people do not understand it or have questions or need help 

with it.
63 Doing my work better
64 Doing zooms that actually teach lessons, not just assigning busy work.
65 Dont be afraid to ask for help
66 Don't do distance learning
67 Don't do it, do not do distance learning
68 Don't give us I-Ready, I rather have more social activities with distant learning
69 don't leave challenging work often .
70 Don't post everything at one time.  It is over whelming
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71 ELA
72 ELA
73 ELA I think and MATH
74 every thing was good but I think it would be better to slow down the pace and have longer due dates
75 Everybody in the class should be in the meeting
76 Everything was fine about the DLE.
77 Experience
78 explan the lesson and not to have people unmuted for video and to get that video seant to you.
79 finding more key details in ela
80 Fix curriculum
81 Focus more
82 For the teachers to actually teach you something. It was probably easier to give the students math problems we already knew but, I did not 

learn ANYTHING in math, English, social studies, etc.
83 Geography and spelling assessments
84 Get better internet
85 Get more help
86 get more help, explain in a better way
87 Getting a drive through at school and getting work for summer break and packets to learn more thatn we have.
88 Getting homework on weekends.
89 getting most of my work done
90 Getting on my work done.
91 Getting responses from teachers instead of only other classmates.
92 Getting the feel of being used to distance learning
93 getting up and doing my work.
94 Getting used to online learning
95 give more paper work so  you can pick it up at the school
96 Give the assignment all at once not pile on daily, also quicker response times would be nice.
97 Give us recorded lessons or zoom lessons rather than just giving us work and having our parents figure it out and teach us
98 Go back to school
99 Go back to school

100 Go back to school
101 go back to school this is not working
102 Go Back to School!    :(
103 going back to school
104 good
105 good
106 good
107 Good but not like school.
108 good equipment
109 gramer
110 Have a meeting each day
111 Have better software. Google classroom is not good.
112 have it be like going to school ;( its so much better in school! plz do something about student rlly want school again its really hard for me in 

distance learning
113 have less and easier homework.
114 Have less work
115 have more cool projects
116 Have more explanations for math and other subjects.
117 Have more stuff on paper so we dont stare at the screen to much.
118 Have more teacher-student interaction outside of zoom. Nobody ever actually taught online, they just give you papers you have to do. Have 

teachers actually teach.
119 Have more zoom calls if possible
120 Have more zoom classroom meeting
121 have more zoom's
122 have my friend show up
123 Have pierson and the other math workbook  on clever so we could manually access it instead of going in our book.
124 have some kids go at least 2 or 3 times a day to study at school,with distance,and switch kids the next day.
125 have teachers explain and clarify into more details-if needed
126 Have teachers spend more time checking in and reviewing work individually with students
127 have textbooks to use so not all online
128 Have the actual book we were reading. Get a more in-depth understanding of the mini lessons.
129 have the teachers meet with each student individually that way students can get answers quickly while not having to ask in front of the class

130 Have to have some classroom interaction to learn concepts better.
131 have to improve my i-ready
132 Having a one on one chat with teacher privately once a week.
133 Having papers u can print out so you can do your work on paper.
134 Having to put all my interactions on the internet felt wired and I was not comfortable with it. Many sites the teachers ask us to use ask for 

access to change, add, and remove stuff from student accounts and my parents and I were not comfortable with that.
135 HELP TO GIVE THE HARD WORKING TEACHERS A PLAN.
136 history
137 I  improved distance learning
138 I am Student's mom completing this survey because he is unable to navigate technology without help and he cannot read. The distance 

learning only worked for him because I was able to work from home to accommodate his zooms for school and other IEP services. If I was 
not home with him, he would have NO access to distance learning or his services.

139 I believe teachers should be more involved and helpful. Like sending recorded lessons or live lessons on zoom. And not pile up students with 
tons of new school work without teaching us how to do some of the work. Thank you

140 I can improve my Distance Learning by asking more questions during meetings so I understand fully what to do with each of my assignments.

141 I cannot think of a suggestion, but here's some feedback: I liked that at the end of the year we did a one-on-one zoom check-in with our 
teacher. I thought it was a good way to kind of wrap things up and make sure that the student is up to date.

142 i cant think of any suggestion
143 I did learn a lot by grabbing homework. (Translated from Spanish)
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144 I did not like Distance Learning.  I don't know how to make it better.  I got bored easy. I was home by myself most of the time my parents 
were at work.  I just did other things instead.

145 I didn't like having to do the daily engagement surveys every day because my response was the same every day
146 I do not have a suggestion.
147 I do not have a suggestion. Everything was great.
148 I do not have any questions
149 I do not have any suggestions.
150 I do not have anything to change
151 i do not have one
152 i do not have one.
153 i don´t know
154 I don’t know
155 I don’t really know but I just prefer going to school than online school because i think i learn better in actual school.
156 i don't have  a suggestion because i did amazing
157 I don't have a suggestion to improve my Distance Learning Experience.
158 I don't have a suggestion.
159 I dont have a suggestion. I think the Distance Learning was perfect just the way it was.
160 I dont have a suggestion. The only suggestion is to probably have some meeting like 4 days a week.
161 I don't have any suggestions.
162 I don't have anything for it because it was the best ever
163 I don't have one
164 I don't know
165 I don't know
166 I don't know
167 I don't know
168 i don't know but i say a little bit
169 I dont know what would improve our lessons
170 I don't know.
171 I don't know.
172 I don't know. I think I learn better in a classroom
173 i don't know...
174 I don't know?
175 I don't like distant learning at all.  I do not learn that way.
176 i Dont like it
177 I don't like zoom.
178 I don't really have a suggestion
179 I don't really have any suggestions.
180 I don't really have many suggestions for Distance Learning because it is already perfect.
181 I don't think that I have a suggestion, I think that Distance Learning was good especially since it was probably the first time a lot of us had 

done it.
182 I don't understand this question sorry for not answering
183 i feel its better to be in the classroom
184 I feel like I was teaching myself more than my teacher in quarantine but when we were in the class room she taught a lot
185 I feel like it is a lot of effort, and we have lots of loud kids that are often unmuted. In my honest opinion, I didn't like it that much, because 

people got distracted easily, and people don't do as much work, because they are slouching while working and could be playing games.

186 i feel like some of the lessons should be explained better
187 I feel that all teachers should have did zoom-actual teachings and checked in on students daily. Since they are at school for 8 hrs, I felt like 

there should have been more of an effort on the teachers part. Less work completed on the computer-so the children will not lose their 
writing skills.

188 I feel that my school and class took it on very well, but I feel, at least for my class, could of had zoom calls on a more regular basis. They were 
never just once a week. Sometimes there was two times a week, sometimes it was one every two weeks, it just depends on the day. I feel that 
we could of made it more regular, so I could prepare for it.

189 I hated distance learning. It was very hard for me to focus on completing assignments and my Mom had to help me with everything. We had 
math zoom three days a week but everything else online assignments. Benchmark was frustrating and the hardest thing for me to complete. I 
was on the computer most of the day and it was very hard for my family. My teachers were great but I don't feel like I learned anything new. 
Please let me go back to school.

190 I have n ok suggestion
191 I have no suggestion.
192 i have no suggestions
193 i have no suggestions
194 I have no suggestions.
195 I have no suggestions.
196 I have nothing to say for now.
197 I have to become more patient with the work.
198 I have to complete my work on time.
199 I have to improve using technology
200 i have to inprove my math
201 I honestly didn't like Distance Learning at all...but I guess to make it better, we could do something we didn't already know. Like, not just 

review.
202 I hope we don’t have to return to distance learning. Our teachers did amazing but I feel the kids went from having all the support in the 

classroom to having to become very self disciplined and learn how to manage time and workloads on their owns. I think we expected too 
much from our children. There were so many distractions at home and I feel like distance learning did our kids more harm than good.

203 I liked it but I still miss my friends because I do not see them a lot any more.
204 I liked it the way that it was.
205 I loved it so much. You did a great job 👏  👍  🙌  👌  ❤ 💜 👩🚀
206 I lreaned how how to do benchmork online
207 i miss going to school
208 i need a classwork
209 I need more help
210 i need to improve doing work online and doing assignments i have to do.
211 I need to improve volunteering like how I used to more.
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212 I need to increase my habbits and having motivation for actually wanting to do school work.
213 I need to learn math more
214 I need to make time to join zoom meetings.
215 i need to start going to class but still...i cant wake up on time so i dont know how to do the work plus my teachers assign work so mouch
216 I need to study more to get better grades.
217 I need zoom I bet it is much easier
218 I never got any responses from the attendance survey when I asked questions. My father is a teacher and he answers those for his kids, so I 

thought mine were supposed to be answered, too. I was extremely behind on one of my assignments because the same question I asked was 
never answered even though I put it in the survey for 5-6 days.

219 I never want to do it again
220 I preferred the breakout rooms in zoom because it was easier for me to focus when there was only 4 students.  When it was the whole class it 

was distracting because students were acting silly and there was a lot of background noises.
221 i ready
222 I really dont know
223 I really miss my friends and I am an outgoing person so I like to socialize.
224 I really need a little 1 on 1?
225 I remeber and I will give them space
226 i study alot more
227 I suggest adding more questions to the daily check-in to fully understand how a child is feeling
228 I suggest taking notes because your not out of school yet and you learn more and better.
229 I suggest that the teachers might want to think of breaking classes up into groups on different days. My teacher did this, and it was so much 

easier.
230 I suggest to not do all of your school work for the week in just one day because I bet students in my class do that.
231 i suggest we have more websites to go on
232 i thank you for everything you did for me
233 I think I am just used to having someone to ask questions in person.
234 I think it is as good as we currently are able to make it.
235 I think it was bad because of the covit-19 but so far i was good
236 I think it was pretty settled. But, one suggestion that I have is maybe when we are on zoom our teacher can do one or two problems (math or 

anything we're learning at the time) with us.
237 I think it would be best to have schelduled times in the day for different classes on zoom like math, science, history etc.
238 i think it would help if zooms were better.
239 i think it's ok how it is
240 I think maybe more reading. I though that was lot of fun.
241 I think my experience was very good considering the situation.
242 I think my teacher needs to do more teaching in the zoom meetings
243 I think printed math would be helpful. :) :)
244 I think should do be able to do it always at a early time.
245 I think that it would be better if you made it so the zoom is always running so that you could log on whenever you need to get help.
246 I think that should work more on simplyfing fractions.
247 I think that the district and all of the teachers and staff did a tremendous job in organizing our school and students. I also think they did an 

awesome job in supporting and always putting their best effort into trying to have the students learn as much as possible despite the many 
challenges we all currently face. Personally, the whole distanced learning thing and teachers trying to connect and engage their students as 
much as possible throughout this whole process, was organized very well. But, if I had one suggestion, (and I don't mean for it to be more 
work for the teachers), it would be to not assign schoolwork all at once. Through my experience, my teachers gave my class and I all of our 
work on one day at the beginning of the week. For me, it was very overwhelming to see all of the work we have to complete in a week, all a 
once. So, I was obliged to finish all of it at once, which is tough. So, it would be a great help, and make it seem more as if we were actually at 
school if we were assigned our work each day throughout the week, to help us get our schedule a bit more organized. Thank You!

248 i think we should have more work
249 I unproved by getting more confindent by doing my work by myself!!!!!
250 I want to go to school and thats all.
251 I want to have video chats.
252 I wanted to do more by myself.  my mom is an essential worker it was hard to get help when needed
253 I was not able to answer a lot of questions because on this because we did not do zoom meetings. The teacher should change it up every 

week and not give the same things to do.
254 I wish I was actually there :(
255 I wish that we could have zoom meetings where our teacher had walked us through with all our assignments. I feel this way because some of 

the things that my teacher had assigned us was a little difficult and I had just wish that she had walked us through it on a class zoom.

256 I wish we could do zoom with my teacher while I am doing computer work at the same time. That way if I have any questions, she is right 
there.

257 I wished to have different assignments every now and then to change the work schedule. I also wanted zoom meetings, but overall this 
Distance Learning was a great experience!

258 I would enjoy more video calls/zooms because my class only had one a week.
259 I would have liked the majority of our work due at the end of the week rather than the next day. I would have also liked having more than 

one call every day or almost every day.
260 I would have liked to get a full week of assignments on Monday so I could work on my own schedule instead of having work given each day 

that was due that day.
261 I would have to check my assignments daily so that I wouldn't miss any schoolwork.
262 I would have to say not be so much on the screen because your on the screen for zoom meetings and then you are on the screen for your 

assignments the teachers give us.
263 i would improve nothing.
264 I would like if the pandemic were over and woe would get back as a class.
265 I would like if we could have a bit more time each zoom call.
266 I would like it if I could go to my school once or twice a week with a certain amount of kids to keep everyone healthy
267 I would like it if you gave us the problem sets (on paper) for us to do.
268 I would like more office hours times available.  Office hours was when the teacher was online and available to have questions answered with 

our daily work.  We had office hours every other day and they were an hour in length.
269 i would like more time to talk to friends while on call
270 I would like there to be more zoom meetings with my teachers.
271 I would like to get an entire week's worth of work at one time so I can work at my own pace.
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272 I would like to get more work during this time. I felt like this work was too easy and not that much was given. I want to push myself to be 
seldom challeging.

273 i would like to have a certain class where its optional on Wednesdays where you where just join there to talk about things. (if your bored)

274 I would like work to be similar amount each week. One week there was so much work that I almost couldn't finish and then the next week 
was a make up week and we had hardly any work. If I would have known we would have two weeks to do all the classwork.  I would have felt 
better. The last three weeks I have only had enough work to do maybe 15 minutes a day. zoom meetings didn't start until a couple weeks ago 
so I was only able to do a few. My sister did them everyday. It would be nice if my sister and I had the same amount of work. She had so much 
and I felt like I had hardly any.

275 I would prefer to see my teacher in person. We blind learning is hard.
276 i would say i have to be honest about this. my zoom meetings seemed to last forever. 45 minutes to an hour was too long for me because all i 

had was one or two questions but otherwise i knew everything they talked about. i know that some other students may need help and i 
respect that, it just that my preference would be to only have like one 30 minute zoom a day to check in on everyone instead of spending 
two hours on zoom every other day.

277 i would say just to be able to search your school so you dont have to scroool and scrool if school starts with the letter in the end of the 
alphabet

278 I would suggest having more work in Teacher's Distance Learning class.
279 I would suggest more interaction between the students and the teachers. I would also like more assignments from the teacher themself.
280 I would suggest one zoom Meeting everyday
281 I would suggest that my teacher keep things better organized so it's easier to find my assignments and know what is due when. My brother's 

class had daily assignments so he always knew what to do that day and my sister's class offered a weekly schedule and that seemed much 
easier for them to know what to do. My teacher was not very organized.

282 I would suggest that the teachers go into further explanation via zoom.
283 I would suggest to teach the lesson before assigning the homework. Also you should do points for attending, and it’s affects their grade.
284 I would want more interaction with my classmates, so we can communicate more.
285 I'd rather not show my face.
286 Idk
287 Idk
288 Idk
289 Idk
290 If I got to interact with my teacher a but more and he helped me to learn more.
291 If I would improve the Distance Learning I would want to have more topics that we normally would learn in school.
292 If my teacher gave less work. It was a bit too much, and I had more than my 6th grade sister is what my mom thinks.
293 If the teacher could get back to us a little sooner especially when we are in the middle of  trying to learn the chapter.
294 if they have not forgotten about me, that would have been great to learn this whole time.
295 Im a twin and my sister had like 5 times the work I did. I would rather be in school all day.
296 i'm making away by people
297 I'm not quite sure.
298 I'm not social
299 i'm not sure
300 I'm not sure I have one
301 In Distance Learning  my suggestion is not having 2 zoom meetings on Monday because it can be over whelming
302 in each assignment it is necessary that keep all audio assignments with text support because it is very hard for me to understand audio 

pronunciation. i speaks urdu language at my home.
303 Instead of using zoom for class meetings, we should just use face time or google duos.
304 is that the school district could make it so the chromebooks allow us to watch the videos are teacher give us I had a lot of trouble playing 

the videos cause they were restricted even though my teacher sent them to us
305 It is harder to learn when you are mostly just doing the work yourself and not able to get efficient help from our teachers.
306 it keeps me home
307 It so stupid it hate all Chinese now
308 It was great, continue making it fun!
309 It was to much having all of my subjects every day I felt really overwhelmed and felt like I didn't have anyone to ansuwer my question. Math 

was the worst and the zoom calls weren't helpful because its embarrassing with all of your classmates talking and my teacher didn't have a 
white board or anything to walk me through if I had real problems its not her fault its just that my sisters school was better. She was on a 
block schedule and on Wednesday all her teachers checked in with her to see if she had any questins so she only had school 4 days a week 
from 9-2. I was pretty jealous also my mom didn't have to help her as much because her teachers were always available during the hours she 
was doing school My mom had to really be my teacher while I was doing school this way

310 it would  improve it for me if we would have zoom meetings.
311 It would be nice if it gave notifications when a new assignment was posted.
312 It would be nice to have a weekly game that used a topic that we are learning about.
313 its helpful and its helpful to do one on one learning
314 Just a little less work. I know it's required by law to have a certain amount of work, but it was very stressful having to do other thing around 

the house. I personally do not like distance learning. Also, I put almost nothing ↑ because it was the end of the year, mostly tests.

315 Just because it’s not the real school. Doesn’t mean you can’t do your work.
316 just give us a packet every week
317 Just have fun talking and learning from your teachers
318 Keep regular zoom calls
319 Keep zoom meetings to 4 days a week.
320 Khan Academy is too much of the same, I would use some other learning site.
321 Kinda on math and it not  really easy at distance Learning  at the fist time but at school you get lot of help with your teachers and alot of 

learning."
322 Later zoom calls
323 Learn much more than what I have already learned (Translated from Spanish)
324 Learning on how to use the toolbar.
325 Learning where and when
326 Less assignments that you need to take a picture for.
327 less homework and more resources
328 less meetings.
329 less school work
330 Less school work. More time to be a kid.
331 Less stuff due in 1 day.
332 Less time on the computer.
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333 less videos so I do not strain my eyes so much
334 Less work
335 Less work
336 less work more interacting with people
337 Less work on iready
338 Less work, more challenging
339 Less zoom meetings
340 Let us go back to school.
341 let us watch youtube on weekends
342 Let's go back to school and not do distance learning in the fall.
343 Like most, I didn't LOVE distance learning because of the lack of physical interaction, though this did allow me to work at my own pace. My 

teachers did their best while distance learning but i feel that nothing could truly make this experience that of actual school. Though, in 
saying this, i do realize that due to our circumstances going to school is out of the question.

344 Live online class instruction.
345 Longer classes
346 Longer time on zoom. Assignments need to be more legible and the fill-in needs to work better on the forms.  Creating text boxes was too 

time consuming and difficult for the student.
347 make each zoom class more interesting then just talking. It helps more kids pay attention.
348 Make Fridays a fun day by playing learning games.
349 make it a bit more fun
350 Make it a lot more interesting, and communal.
351 Make it more fun for students. Have actual lessons by the teachers.
352 Make it so that we don’t have to go on clever every single day.
353 make learning FUN
354 make like a already recorded video then send it to the students and then email her a question. so if you get something wrong you don't feel 

bad or sad
355 Make the learning materials accessible - meaning easy to type the responses instead of creating boxes
356 Make the work more challenging.
357 make the zoom calls a little bit shorter, sometimes its too long that after a while I start to lose focus and wonder off
358 Make the zoom meeting longer.  It was usually just 15 minutes and then the teacher left and turned over the "Host" responsibility to one of 

the students in class.   Also, it would have helped if the teacher set up individual sessions with me (and other students in class) since there 
are only 10 kids in my class.

359 Make the zoom meetings longer.
360 making it more interesting it was boring
361 Making sure I have the correct answer and fixing my problems
362 making technology less complicated
363 making the instructions a little more clear
364 mamond (Translated from Spanish)
365 math
366 math
367 math
368 math
369 math
370 math
371 math
372 Math (Translated from Spanish)
373 Math and beyond math
374 math and more
375 math witch is weird because I am great at math.
376 math, i think?
377 Math, trying to figure out how to type the answer correctly in the form the course wanted.
378 Math.
379 maybe all  the subjects not just math and ELA
380 maybe give each kid a certain amount of time to say something on zoom
381 maybe give tips on what to do during middle school.
382 Maybe if they did more subjects.
383 Maybe longer zoom calls
384 Maybe next time do zooms for each class, like one for math class and your original class.
385 Maybe some work thats not on the computer? Like we have to make a poster, or write an essay on paper instead of everything being on a 

screen.
386 Maybe teachers could help a little bit more or be a little more clear in the instructions they are giving to students.
387 Maybe try not to put so big and long of assignment all in one week
388 Maybe try to be early on time at regular school so I can know that there is some quarantine and we need to do online classes, because I had a 

lot of work when I didn't know about this until the 26 of march or so.
389 Maybe we could have longer zoom meetings so students have more opportunity to learn.
390 More 1 on 1 help between teacher and student
391 more 5th grade math
392 more chocolate milk breaks
393 More class meetings.
394 more class work instead of the website
395 More clear instructions.
396 More colaberation
397 More engagment
398 more feedback from teachers and support
399 more fun
400 more fun stuff like egg drop.
401 More fun things to do.
402 More guided ELA
403 More help
404 More help on assignments
405 more homework
406 More information and communication maybe and better computers for students possibly.
407 More instruction
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408 More instruction
409 More instruction time with my teacher
410 more interaction between teacher and students
411 More involvement with teachers
412 More lessons. Majority of zoom were meetings for kids to ask for help
413 More live (zoom) instruction.
414 More live conferences
415 more live videos and zooms
416 More math and no zoom just email
417 More one on one time with our teacheers
418 More online interaction
419 More school work to fill a regular 6 hour school day.
420 More Social Studies
421 More structure. Student would like it be more organized where every day she has a Newsela, a Khan academy then maybe a homework 

assignment, instead of it being so random. It was extremely helpful once the teachers started having recurring meetings on set days.
422 More talent shows or Expressing how you feel on a class day (like Friday ) You can go on zoom with your class and express how you feel.
423 more time
424 more time
425 more time from my teacher.
426 More time learning in zoom and not just reading a book or talking.
427 more time on each family project. One a week was too quick.
428 More time with actual instruction vs. and overview with independent work.  Teacher did a great job under the circumstances!!
429 more time zooming
430 More videos of teacher teaching
431 More whole class lessons
432 More work interesting work and a way to work with classmates
433 more zoom
434 more zoom  meetting
435 More zoom calls
436 more zoom lessons
437 More zoom meeting
438 More zoom meetings
439 More zoom meetings about the thing we are learning about.
440 More zoom meetings.
441 More zoom meetings. At least 3 to 5 times a week.
442 More zooming
443 More zooms
444 More zooms and less recorded videos
445 Teacher is AMAZING but we need to get back to the classroom. I miss my friends and I miss school
446 Teacher and teacher can give me homework so i can focus. and get my grades up.
447 My homework.
448 my math (Translated from Spanish)
449 My math but I'm getting good at it
450 My suggestion is next time online is maybe change the way we turn in work because that is one of the things that makes it complicated 

because the way of turning in work changed and made thing more confusing.
451 My suggestion is that studying more
452 My suggestion is to at least have one video a month with each student to see hoe they feel.
453 My suggestion would be to have more zoom meetings and if possible, meeting in person.
454 My teacher did a very good job
455 My teacher gives Feedback
456 My teacher had a zoom call with us every day she was available, but I know some teachers, like my sister's, only had it once or twice a week. I 

think it should be a requirement to have multiple zoom calls throughout the week so the teachers can answer questions and give live 
lessons.

457 My teachers did very little for us except for two, hour long zoom meetings on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. They were so repetitive and 
non informational. They pretty much didn't care about anything except for what they were doing with their non school life, other teachers 
non school life, grades, and analytics of attendance and work. My seggestion is to include 6th grade into middle school.

458 My writing is slightly better. And knowing what a word means by searching it up in Google.
459 N a
460 need help with decimales in math
461 Need more hands on projects and less digital work.
462 Need more zoom classes on every new topic or lesson.
463 need to focus more
464 Never do distance learning again.
465 Never procrastinate
466 new social studies learning system because this one is not it.
467 No Benchmark
468 No distance learning
469 No lag, please!
470 no more IXL so
471 No suggestion
472 no suggestion, i liked doing my work at my own pace. but my mom had to help me stay on task
473 No suggestions.
474 no work
475 no zoom
476 non
477 none
478 none
479 none
480 none
481 none
482 none
483 none
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484 none
485 none
486 none
487 none
488 none.
489 Not always to kick out of zoom
490 Not as much yelling, games once a week
491 Not be absent and finish my work on time.
492 Not being lazy
493 Not being muted all the time and ACTUALLY ANSWER MY RAISED HAND.
494 Not do it .  Being in class is way better for us.
495 not do it or shcool
496 Not enough zoom calls.
497 Not have so much screen time. (Printable worksheets)
498 Not much but, maybe something to change is on google classroom, when I need a specific item, I want to have a search bar to list the item 

needed, then it is pulled up for me.
499 Not sure
500 Not to do distance learning
501 Not to have Distance Learning at all. It makes it hard to learn through a screen and would be much more helpful to be in the classroom 

physically. Through a screen you don't learn that much, and it is harder and less comfortable to ask questions. Therefore, Distance Learning 
was not helpful to me.

502 Not to take really long on my 15-20 minute writing assignments.
503 Not zoom everyday
504 nothing
505 nothing
506 nothing
507 nothing
508 nothing
509 nothing
510 nothing
511 nothing
512 nothing
513 nothing
514 nothing (Translated from Spanish)
515 Nothing besides I want it so if your teacher assigns you a website or video that it would not be blocked(if the website or video was blocked 

and it was something assigned to us.)
516 Nothing I like it and would change nothing.
517 nothing i think it was perfictly fine
518 nothing it great
519 Nothing it was good
520 nothing Teacherr was extremely helpful
521 nothing much
522 nothing really i like the way it is.
523 nothing,just right
524 Nothing.
525 Nothing....I am waiting for school to get over so I can start my summer
526 Now that schoolwork is happening at home, students are spending more time than ever online.
527 on my quoitons
528 one is that doing i-ready and Khan academy really helped me.
529 One suggestion I have is not being too distracted by things.
530 One suggestion I have is that every once in a while the classroom plays a game, to make things more fun.
531 One suggestion I have is that if a teacher sees that the student is not doing well, it would be great if the teacher could try to get with the 

parents and find a time for privet lessons.
532 One suggestion I would say is to try your best when doing DIstance Learning.
533 One suggestion is that I should stop going on google classroom while doing my zoom meeting at the same time.
534 One suggestion is to give us a a little less homework(since the home isnt an ideal learning place with more distractions).
535 one suggestion is to never unmute everybody at once.
536 One suggestion is to not have more than 1 P.E  google classroom.
537 One suggestion that I have is to give a little bit more school work.
538 One suggestion that I have to improve my distance learning experience is to use zoom as a live class session.
539 One teacher was great the other teacher never answered questions or checked in with us.
540 One thing i would do to improve distance learning is probaly more zooms, like we used to see each other and interact with each other 

everyday, but now we only see eachtoher like 2 times a week. then, we would be able to interact more with our teachers and peers.
541 One thing that I improve is  math  because I always have trouble with it
542 Only had zoom calls twice a week, I would like more.
543 Overall, I think that the way we experienced Distance Learning was very helpful and I can't think of anything that would improve it.
544 Pay more attention to individuals who need help more than others and not just put them all in one classification and assign that 

classification work. And focus on what students need more help on a subject, and those who don't, and assign work that way.
545 Paying more attention to the questions on google classroom to answer them.
546 Paying more attention.
547 PE
548 Please stay home
549 poop
550 Post more assignments, and have interesting projects.
551 post more websites to go to
552 Post resources to practice all subjects.
553 Print things for us to pick up and no deadlines cuz my parents haveto work a lot and i have noone that can help me with any things like my 

parents do so its hard on me to do without them.
554 Put all the formats in one place. I had to go to other websites to find my math test, which also had a different name on the website, making 

it a little difficult. I could be very confusing for other people to have to go back and forth through websites to find the same thing.

555 Put school back to normal for students as CDC WHO and other say children are 10 time more likely to get hit by lightning than dieing fro. 
Covid-19.
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556 PUT US BACK ON CAMPUS
557 Reading
558 Reading
559 reading the instructions
560 Schedule meetings with the children individually every week for just 30 minutes to check in with them and see how they're learning is going

561 Schedule was often unknown until Monday so parents had work conflicts.  Wish weekly assignments were released on Friday for the next 
week so families had time to review and adjust scheduling!

562 seeing my friends
563 shorten the amount of work done.
564 Small group zooms
565 Smaller group zoom meetings
566 some times
567 somes class just to talk to our friends
568 Something that would help me will be to have zoom each day for we can understand more
569 Spamming things that isn't school related
570 speaking up
571 start using discord instead of zoom I try downloading zoom but I had to by my self change the program to let it run in windows 10 . if you 

cant get discord get a program to run windows xp " 7 : 8 :10 and chrome book and perhaps Linux . so I will never have to every time open 
zoom redownload it and change the properties in its file. so it can run windows 10 "yes I'm a tech geek"

572 stay 6 feet away from others
573 stay away from people for like 3 feet
574 Stay focused and answer all questions/read through all questions thoroughly.
575 Stop coivd-19
576 teach some lessons live
577 teachers checking gmails more, and more hands-on stuff. Like get your own supplies and do this experiment (requires nothing to print out).

578 Teacher's could maybe respond to questions faster.
579 teachers rights back from studet email
580 Technical Diffuculties
581 That I have to wake up earlier.
582 That if I do homework on weekends, and asked a question, they will not see it until Monday.
583 that it would be way easier
584 that teachers teach relevant topics to children about whats going on in todays world, and that they get authorization from parent before 

showing certain videos regarding culture, history or  politics.
585 That the classes are like in the normal school (Translated from Spanish)
586 That there should be more video calls
587 that there should not be a distance learning and pandemic because we all learn best in real person.
588 The district should give teacher more/better support.
589 The one suggestion that I have improve my distance learning experience is to focus.
590 The platforms working beter
591 The teacher could be more prepared for daily topic. Many days she was not able to "teach" the math lesson because she said she just didn't 

understand it. She was not engaging and had many distractions in her house. At the 6th grade level it was quite boring having her read to us, 
whether it was from a book or science topics it seemed like it was just an easy way to kill time and she often stumbled and read the words 
wrong anyway. Our zoom class was one hour every day. Many days it would start late because she was distracted or took a while to take 
attendance. We had 10 minute breaks about half way through class. We also had break out groups of only two kids per group. This was a 
waste of time because we never knew what to do and it was awkward talking to just one randomly assigned classmate. I don't feel like I 
learned anything through distance learning!

592 the Teacher sends electronic math and other and then the parents print it.
593 The teacher talked a lot and didn't give us kids time to talk and connect. She assigned too much work especially in the beginning, she also 

told my classmates PERSONAL business to the whole class which i think is inappropriate.  She only "taught" math and assigned a lot! She 
never did anything fun with us and she never interacted. We never had any kind of... teamwork or actual talk time to one another. 😢  I 
think other teachers did better cause  ( my teacher ) was like that in the class to. :( My suggestion would be... PLEASE LET KIDS HAVE FUN! I'm 
an only child and trust me I get bored within a second of doing something. BUT! I DO NOT want to go to school during covid-19 and that's 
final!

594 The teachers did great on distance learning
595 The teachers need more practice on on line teaching
596 There could be more instruction.
597 There is nothing that I can think of ecsept harder math for the people that are better at math
598 There was no direct instruction from the teacher either on zoom or recordings but there were also no concrete deadlines for assignments as 

students were working at their own pace.  Moving forward, it would be beneficial to have direct instruction, a task assigned then feedback 
provided to the student.

599 There's nothing I think really that needs to be improved it was fun
600 to alwas ask quotions no matter what never give up have faith in you
601 To answer all of my questions.
602 to be on zoom while working so she can teach ùs how to do the work
603 to be patience and to be grateful for what i still have
604 To be smart.
605 To communicate on one platform and not 3 or 4
606 to definitely know how to use google classroom.
607 to do more comunication.
608 to do more with my class
609 To do something fun!
610 To explain the homework that they give us in zoom meetings.
611 To fix all the students mics, computers, cameras, and anything else technical that interferes with the zoom meetings they and I attend to.

612 To get a text whenever we have no school or to get a notice before hand
613 to go back to school.With my teacher,friends
614 to go outside
615 To have direct instruction through zoom every day
616 To have live class to learn more.(with zoom)
617 To have more teaching and projects and less giving out work.
618 To have more time to turn in stuff instead of doing it just right away.
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619 To have more zoom meetings
620 To have zoom meetings for at least one subject every day.
621 To help me learn more I read books 30 minutes a day
622 To improve my Distance Learning Experience my suggestion is to use a better video call software because zoom both lags and is not as secure 

as other software such as Discord.
623 to keep working or go on zoom alot
624 to learn more about 7th grade
625 To learn to do things on my own
626 To make it  more interesting
627 To make it more engaging.
628 To never get frustrated and be patient.
629 To not have a meeting every day
630 to re meder my times tables
631 To start listening
632 To stop distance learning. :(
633 To try harder and always do my work even if I want to slack of just keep going.
634 To work harder in the things I am weak at!
635 too much
636 Try to get most of my work done but when I got every homework done the faster I got to play games
637 Try to have a zoom meeting where we do a math problem set together or something else.
638 Try to help individual students instead of the whole class at once.
639 Turning in missing work.The teachers give so much of it it’s hard to catch up.
640 turning in work on time.
641 Umm, I don't know
642 Umm... Maybe we could do like short private calls with our teachers, with just us?? That would let us talk with our teachers about things we 

might not want the WHOLE class hearing. Also, maybe less homework. I am getting REALLY overwhelmed by all the homework we are 
getting, mainly in math.

643 Umm..do better in my math.
644 unsure
645 Use more zoom. Daily connections with class and teachers. More math homework.
646 Use something called discord not zoom because it is the same thing pretty much it is a lot easier to some people than others.
647 Using Gmail to contact others
648 using the computer
649 Vary cool
650 Video instruction, daily assignments
651 We all work in small groups through zoom and google classroom
652 We are taught lessons on zoom (or other) and are assigned more homework
653 We could do school work on zoom
654 We didn't learn science at all in Distance Learning, so maybe what I would improve is a little more of science.
655 we don't have thay much homework anymore!!!!
656 we go to normal scool every other day like 3 days a week
657 we have no adults or work
658 We learned nothing with Distance Learning.  It's terrible and the kids deserve to be in a classroom to learn the correct way.  You can't expect 

teachers to teach this way....they should be in a classroom.  It's as if summer started in March. Kids lose interest.
659 We should have a ̈ panic¨ room if you are stressed or very confused you go there and someone will help you calm down.
660 We were in front of the computer too long.  Pencil/paper work would be nice.
661 well
662 Well I would just say that more teachers need to do more zoom meetings per a week because I did zoom meetings all five days and it was 

better learning wise for me.
663 Well, Kahoot definitly made distance learning better
664 When doing Math maybe a little more problem to help with practicing.
665 When the students asks questions, the teachers need to read it right and answer back.
666 Work hard.
667 work in a quiet place
668 Working in a zoom group
669 you can answer on the mathclass sight in stead of google docs
670 You should let us be able to talk to other students in the class if one person is not behaving punish them not the whole class so I don't even 

really even get to talk to my classmates.
671 zoom call lectures would have been better than just watching khan videos
672 zoom meeting
673 zoom meetings
674 zoom meetings are long and annoying. I can't remember stuff from it.
675 zoom meetings for spanish classes
676 zoom or just video calling is hard because some people talk over each other, and using the projector at school helps and there is no 

projector during our distance learning. Only once it was used.
677 zooms everyday not once a week-or once every other week because every other week we have art on the zoom


